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Judgment and mediation of the People's Court to deal with civil disputes are two 
basic closed. In recent years, with the People's Court accepted the growing number of 
cases, Complaint Letters and Visits are also growing, making the Court's 
case-handling ability is increasingly becoming the focus of attention. In the mediation 
priority, the tune sentenced to the combination of "policy under the guidance of the 
judge in response to the requirements of the courts of the high conciliation rate in the 
trial of civil cases as much as possible avoid making the judgment, and the extensive 
use of mediation closed. However, the role of mediation in resolving civil disputes is 
really a panacea? Closed in mediation is truly the case of knot "? Although mediation 
has many advantages, such as a certain extent, ease social conflicts, save litigation 
costs, but it is also non-universal, and not a substitute for judgment. We can see from 
the judicial practice, the effectiveness of the implementation and legal credibility of 
the cases they would be otherwise due to the excessive use of mediation closed, 
closed in mediation becomes increasingly obvious drawbacks in the cases of some 
nature. This paper tries to the new situation, how to find an optimal balance between 
mediation and sentencing, starting from the full realization of the social effects of the 
law, establish the legal authority and credibility of the Court, two kinds of disputes 
through mediation and judgment to solve the model system explore a civil dispute 
settlement mechanism applicable to the judgment of priority, adjust sub-binding 
"model of practical significance. 
This article is divided into five chapters. The first chapter of the problem. 
Through the case, the academic objections "mediation first" and my personal analysis 
of mediation in civil disputes, "giving priority to the tune sentenced to combine 
case-handling mode for perspective put forward at this stage there are mediation and 
judgment was incorrectly positioned. The second chapter, tune sentenced to the 
evolution of the relationship. Summary withered sentenced relations experienced four 
different stages and each stage of the policy content and the introduction of the 
analytical background. The third chapter, the existing case-handling mode of 
rationality. Sentenced to three complementary advantages, and the parties demand 














combined with" model made its basis in reality and reasonable. Less than in the fourth 
chapter, the existing case-handling mode. Analysis of existing case-handling mode 
over-praised the lack of mediation from the effectiveness and the mediation of 
"mediation first" own limitations. Chapter tune sentenced to the reasonable position of 
the relationship. Through the analysis of judgments of comparative advantage, "the 
priority of the judgment, transfer sentenced to combine the case-handling mode, by 
constructing the relative tone sentenced to separation" model, to further standardize 
the mediation within the framework of the proceedings, mediation and judgment to 
achieve the benign complementary. 
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3 
第一章  问题的提出 
第一节  引用案例：以南京“彭宇案”为切入点 
案情简介：2006 年 11 月 20 日，南京的徐寿兰老太太赶公交时跌倒，彭宇
将老太太扶起送往医院，仅医药费就花去 4 万余元。徐老太太家人咬定是彭宇撞
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